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ABSTRACT
The discovery of practical adversarial machine learning (AML) attacks against machine learning-based wired and wireless network security detectors has driven the necessity of a defense. Without a defense mechanism against AML, attacks in wired and wireless networks will go unnoticed by network security classifiers resulting in their ineffectiveness. Therefore, it is essential to motivate a defense against AML attacks for network security classifiers. Existing AML defenses are generally within the context of image recognition. However, these AML defenses have limited transferability to a network security context. Unlike image recognition, a subject matter expert generally derives the features of a network security classifier. Therefore, a network security classifier requires a distinctive strategy for defense. We propose a novel defense-in-depth approach for network security classifiers using a hierarchical ensemble of classifiers, each using a disparate feature set. Subsequently we show the effective use of our hierarchical ensemble to defend an existing network security classifier against an AML attack. Additionally, we discover a novel set of features to detect network scanning activity. Lastly, we propose to enhance our AML defense approach in future work. A shortcoming of our approach is the increased cost to the defender for implementation of each independent classifier. Therefore, we propose combining our AML defense with a moving target defense approach. Additionally, we propose to evaluate our AML defense with a variety of datasets and classifiers and evaluate the effectiveness of decomposing a classifier with many features into multiple classifiers, each with a small subset of the features.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of practical adversarial machine learning (AML) attacks against machine learning-based wired and wireless network security detectors has driven the necessity of a defense. Without a defense mechanism against AML, attacks in wired and wireless networks will go unnoticed by network security classifiers resulting in their ineffectiveness. Therefore, it is essential to motivate a defense against AML attacks for network security classifiers.

An increased reliance on the use of machine learning in network security detectors stimulates the risk of adversarial employment of AML, to evade detection. Historically, traditional network security detectors have encountered a similar threat whereby an adversary perturbs malicious network traffic with the intent of avoiding exposure. The defender subsequently analyzes the attack and develops a countermeasure to detect the attackers malicious network traffic. This process is a vicious, repetitive cycle between the attacker and the defender. Similarly, the same process is
likely to occur with the deployment of machine learning-based network security detectors.

Our previous work [9] demonstrates the effectiveness of an AML attack against an existing network scanning classifier. The AML attack in our previous work is a mimicry attack, where the adversary’s goal is to make their malicious network traffic appear as benign. Thus, the adversary perturbs their malicious traffic to mimic the feature values of benign network traffic. Accordingly, the perturbed feature values of the malicious network traffic are within the region of benign network traffic. As such, a disparate feature set is essential to differentiate a malicious and benign sample.

Our contributions in this work are as follows:
- We propose a novel defense-in-depth approach for network security classifiers using a hierarchical ensemble of classifiers, each using a disparate feature set.
- Subsequently we present an evaluation of the hierarchical ensemble to defend an existing network security classifier against an AML attack.
- Additionally, we discover a novel set of features to detect network scanning activity.

The outline of this paper is as follows. We present related work in the defense of AML in section 2. We then present background in section 3 and our novel AML defense in section 4. An evaluation of our AML defense follows in section 4. Lastly, we present a conclusion and future work in section 5.

2 Related Work

There is a limited breadth of research on the defense of network security classifiers against AML. Conversely, the work in a defense against AML in image recognition is extensive. However, many of the defensive techniques in image recognition do not effectively transfer to a network security context.

A comprehensive survey of AML defensive techniques specifically applied within image recognition is provided by Biggio and Roli in [5]. Their survey discusses defensive techniques grouped into the broad categories of Adversarial Training, Detection and Rejection of samples far from the training data, and classifier ensembles. The following further illustrates each of these categories of defensives and evaluates the techniques for transferability to a network security context.

The work in Adversarial Training is primarily within the context of image recognition to protect a classifier from an AML attack. Adversarial training employs AML to optimize the adversarial objective to create modified examples via perturbation of attack examples to cause the classifier to change its prediction from the original sample. Thus, the discovered adversarial samples are correctly labeled in the data set used during the training phase of the classifier. The process of adversarial training is analogous to the repetitive cycle of a traditional network security signature developed by a human security analyst in response to a discovered attack.

Adversarial Training as a defense against AML in the context of image recognition is extensively studied in [6,7,11,13]. The use of adversarial training is effective at defending image recognition classifiers against AML since the AML perturbations are minimal and do not mimic the features of the intended class. However, within a network security setting, the perturbations do not need to be minimal. Additionally, during a mimicry AML attack, the perturbed attack sample feature values are within the range of benign samples. Thus, the goal of an attacker is to evade (cause misclassification) an intrusion detection system (IDS) classifier by perturbing the attack network traffic feature values to mimic those of a benign (i.e., web browsing) session. Therefore, an adversarial sample produced by a mimicry AML attack would be indistinguishable from the actual benign samples.

The next category of defenses is Detection and Rejection of samples far from the training data. This category of defenses is studied within the context of image recognition, malware detection, and spam detection in [2,12,17]. Conceptually these defenses rely on the ability to reject samples, which are anomalous in comparison to the in-class samples from within the training dataset. In their work the defenses prove to be effective at defending against AML. However, these techniques are ineffective at defending a network security classifier against an AML mimicry attack. Recall the objective of an AML mimicry attack is to perturb the malicious samples to match the range of feature values of a benign sample. Therefore, these perturbed samples are not anomalous in comparison to the in-class training dataset.
Another category of defense is the use of ensemble techniques. Ensemble techniques are employed as a defense within the image recognition, span, and malware detection in [2,4,15,17]. The concept of the use of an ensemble for the defense against an AML attack is transferable to a network security context. The use of multiple classifiers employed as an ensemble is recognized to be beneficial to achieve an optimal performance. Researchers in [18] propose an ensemble of classifiers using a diverse set of features to describe the payload of a packet. Their approach shows an improved performance and avoids the curse of dimensionality compared to a single classifier containing all features.

Another example of an ensemble technique to defend against evasion is demonstrated by researchers in [19,20] for information fusion to enable a resilient biometric indicator. Their work shows the use of an ensemble of classifiers for biometric identification. Similarly, an example of the use of an ensemble of classifiers to evaluate a sample from disparate perspectives is proposed to defend against image recognition AML attacks in autonomous vehicles [16].

Subsequently, a combination of classifiers using a disparate feature set is demonstrated in [14] to perform better than a single classifier containing all features. Thus, in [3] researchers suggest that an ensemble of classifiers trained using loosely correlated disparate feature sets is more effective than using a single classifier containing all features. Additionally, their ensemble randomization approach is a random sampling of the training data set. Furthermore, their work suggests that a traditional IDS makes a final decision on maliciousness by fusing the scores produced by several independent modules, each based on a subset of the whole feature space.

We believe an ensemble approach is effective at defending against AML. While the related work ensemble approaches use an ensemble, they are not hierarchical and do not focus on the use of disparate feature sets. A traditional IDS compares network traffic with numerous known malicious signatures in a hierarchical fashion to produce the output label of malicious or benign. Our proposed approach for an AML defense uses a hierarchical ensemble combined with disparate feature sets.

2 Background

We propose a novel method to defend a network security classifier using machine learning against AML attacks. Our approach is composed of a hierarchical ensemble of heterogeneous classifiers using disparate feature sets. The assumptions of the threat environment and the theoretical foundations of our approach follows.

2.1 Assumptions

We define the assumptions of our novel AML defense within the perception of the adversary’s knowledge of a machine learning based network security classifier. Our approach assumes the adversary does not have access to the trained model or the training dataset (e.g. grey-box). Additionally, we presume the adversary is aware of the feature space of the target network security classifier. It is conceivable that the attacker would have knowledge of the feature space, as many classifiers are either open source or release a whitepaper describing the features.

2.2 Defense-in-Depth

Our novel AML defense builds on a security concept known as “defense-in-depth”. The defense-in-depth strategy leverages a combination of defensive layers, such that some layers will strengthen and mitigate other layers’ weaknesses [21,23]. Each layer of the defense is disparate and has the property of “independent vulnerabilities”, which would require an adversary to have both expertise and time to evade all defensive layers [10,21]. Thus, the defense-in-depth methodology increases the cost to the adversary in terms of time, skillset, and money.

Therefore, in terminology of the defense-in-depth model, each independent classifier of the AML defense hierarchical ensemble is a layer. Thus, each independent classifier has an “independent vulnerability”. Furthermore, an independent classifier mitigates another’s vulnerability. Within the context of AML defense of a network security classifier, a vulnerability is the malicious network traffic evasion (e.g. malicious network traffic misclassified as benign).

3 Defense of AML

In our proposed AML defense, each successive classifier must be resilient to an adversarial attack against the proceeding classifier in the ensemble. Each independent classifier in our AML defense is composed of a disparate feature set. Thus, there exist alternative methods relying on disparate feature sets to detect the same type of attack.
Furthermore, our approach encompasses a set of rules to combine classification decisions from each respective classifier within the ensemble to predict the label of a sample. A typical ensemble classifier combines the predictions of each independent classifier by a majority voting process. However, the ensemble in our AML defense approach employs a method for prediction combination like a stacked ensemble. Specifically, our AML defense is a hierarchical ensemble.

The authors of [10] demonstrate a hierarchical rule-based ensemble architecture to combine predictions of the independent classifiers with the intent of adaptive learning. They achieved adaptive learning using the hierarchical ensemble to enable the integration of future developed classifiers. The researchers in [10], trained a new classifier to be added to the ensemble, using only a data set containing the newly discovered attacks. Accordingly, proceeding models in the ensemble do not train with the data set containing the latest discovered attacks. Additionally, each of the classifiers in the ensemble depend on the same feature set. Furthermore, the researchers enable the use of three classes with a label of attack, normal, or anomaly.

Our proposed AML defense approach leverages the concept of a hierarchical ensemble with a rule set for prediction combination similar to [10], but with novel differences. The objective of our proposed hierarchical ensemble is to defend against an AML mimicry attack as opposed to enabling adaptive learning. Furthermore, our hierarchical ensemble uses only two classes with a label of attack or benign. Moreover, our hierarchical ensemble contains independent classifiers using a disparate feature set. Thus, each successive classifier in the hierarchy mitigates an AML vulnerability of its predecessor. Additionally, our AML defense enables the integration of new independent classifiers to counter AML attacks.

Figure 1 depicts our novel AML defense ensemble, with two independent classifiers $H_1$ and $H_2$ respectively. Both $x^1$ and $x^2$ are samples composed of the disparate feature set of $H_1$ and $H_2$ respectively. The training of each classifier uses the malicious and benign samples composed of the respective features. Algorithm 1 presents the ruleset for the hierarchical AML defense ensemble shown in figure 1. For simplicity, we only present an ensemble of two classifiers. However, the integration of additional classifiers would operate iteratively according to Algorithm 1.

The addition of classifiers to our AML defense ensemble, results in a further cost to the adversary. Recall, the objective of a defense in depth model is to increase the cost to the adversary by adding disparate layers which mitigates another’s vulnerabilities. Our AML defense approach operates in a similar fashion with the use of a hierarchical ensemble composed of independent classifiers, each with a disparate feature set.

![Figure 1: AML Defense Ensemble](image)

**Algorithm 1: AML Defense Ensemble ruleset**

1: if ($H_1(x^1) = \text{malicious}$) then
2:    output $\leftarrow H_1(x^1)$
3: else output $\leftarrow H_2(x^2)$

Thus, the total cost $C(t)$ to the adversary to evade each classifier $H_i$ in a hierarchical ensemble of size $n$, where $t_i$ is the time required to implement an attack on classifier $H_i$ is as follows:

$$C(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i \quad (1)$$

Therefore, a greater number of layers increases the cost to the adversary to successfully evade detection by the ensemble classifier. Each independent classifier requires the adversary to expend time in perturbation of the disparate features and attack implementation of the respective classifier layer. Consequently, our AML defense approach also comes at a cost to the defender to implement and maintain.

### 3.1 Defense of AML Example Scenario

We provide a further understanding of our proposed hierarchical ensemble for AML defense through a botnet detection scenario. The objective of the classifier in this scenario is to detect the presence of a botnet within a network. Again, for simplicity we limit the number of classifiers in this scenario to two.
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The target classifier $H_1$ in figure 1 performs detection of botnet presence by using the frequency of packet sizes. The adversary counters the target classifier by perturbing the malicious packet size frequencies to mimic benign network traffic. Thus, to increase the cost to the adversary and counter their attack, a defender integrates an additional classifier using a disparate feature set to form the hierarchical ensemble. An alternate detection method using a disparate feature set of domain name features exists. Thus, the second classifier $H_2$ in figure 1 uses the disparate feature set based on the domain name.

Consequently, the cost of a successful attack by the adversary increases. As, the adversary must counter and implement attacks, or two classifiers based on different feature sets. Assume the time for an adversary to defeat classifiers $H_1$ and $H_2$, respectively is 336 and 672 hours. Accordingly, to equation 1 the total cost for a successful attack by the adversary is 1,008 hours. Thus, the addition of the classifier $H_2$ increases the cost of a successful attack by 672 hours.

3.2 Defense of AML Wireless Networks

Our AML defense extends to both wired and wireless networks. The features in the examples and evaluation of our AML defense is at the networking and application layer. These protocols are the same in both wired and wireless networks. Additionally, network scanning is also a challenge in wireless networks such as Internet of Things (IoT). Moreover, the features of the independent classifiers within our AML defense can be characteristics within a wireless context.

4 AML Defense Evaluation

We evaluate our hierarchical ensemble AML defense to defend an existing network scanning classifier from an AML attack. The AML attack on an existing network scanning classifier is further discussed in our previous work [9]. Further evaluation of the AML defense and alternative classifiers are offered in our work [8]. We present the existing network scanning classifier and dataset, followed by an evaluation of our AML defense.

4.1 Target Classifier and Dataset

The objective of the existing network security classifier is to detect the presence of network scanning activity in a network. The dataset and classifier are derived from [22]. The data set consists of packet captures collected for one hour from benign (no scanning activity) and malicious (scanning activity) hosts. The three features of the dataset are as follows:

- percent_tcp_unsuc: Percentage of TCP flows with unsuccessful connections
- percent_flow_udp: Percentage of network flows that are UDP
- percent_flow_icmp: Percentage of network flows that are ICMP

The dataset split is 80% and 20% for training and testing, respectively. The test dataset consists of 57 scanning and 51 benign samples. Before introducing the AML attack, the baseline accuracy of the network scanning classifier is 100%. The adversary perturbs all 57 scanning samples reduces the accuracy to 47%. The confusion matrix in figure 2 indicates the 57 perturbed scanning samples (malicious) misclassified as benign.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted Benign</th>
<th>Predicted Malicious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Confusion matrix after AML attack

4.2 Evaluation

We leverage our proposed AML defense architecture to defend the existing network scanning classifier discussed. Thus, we motivate a second random forest classifier using disparate features to defend the existing network scanning classifier. For simplicity, we only use two classifiers in the hierarchical ensemble.

Within the context of our AML defense hierarchical ensemble of figure 1, $H_1$ and $H_2$ are respectively the target classifier and proposed classifier based on a disparate feature set. The features of the second classifier $H_2$ are motivated based on the expected behavior of TCP resets and destination ports visited by a host. The disparate feature set of $H_2$ is as follows:

- n_dst_port: Number of unique destination ports
- entropy_dst_port: Entropy of the destination ports
- n_dst_tcp_unsuc_port: Number of unique destination ports with unsuccessful TCP connections

Ideally, TCP resets should occur in rare conditions of network and application errors or resource exhaustion [1]. However, in practice offending applications and servers also end TCP connections with a reset rather than a proper TCP close with a “Fin” flag [1]. Consequently, a small
subset of unique destination ports occurs due to recurrent TCP reset behaviors in an ideal network.

The presence of network scanning on a host will increase the number of unsuccessful TCP flows (i.e. ended with a TCP reset) due to ports not being open or conducting half-open (i.e. prematurely ending the TCP handshake with a reset) scans. Additionally, a network scanner inherently increases the number of destination ports as the objective is to identify open ports on a host. In contrast a benign host typically visits a small subset of destination ports. Thus, a host containing a network scanner increases the entropy of the destination ports due to an increase of unique ports visited with a lower frequency. Moreover, a network scanner increases the number of unsuccessful TCP connections to destination ports due to ports not being open or conducting half-open scans.

We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed hierarchical ensemble, composed of classifier $H_1$ and $H_2$, from an AML attack. The AML attack does not change the number of ports scanned. Thus, our hierarchical ensemble counters the AML attack and restores the classifier accuracy to 100% detection of the scanning hosts. The confusion matrix of figure 3, shows all 57 of the perturbed scanning flows correctly classified as scanning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Benign</th>
<th>Predicted Benign</th>
<th>Predicted Malicious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Benign</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Malicious</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for AML Defense

Therefore, the attacker would need to not only perturb the $H_1$ classifier features, but also the number of destination ports scanned. Thus, the cost to the adversary for a successful attack would increase by the time it takes the adversary to defeat classifier $H_2$. Assume the adversary expends 336 and 672 hours to defeat classifier $H_1$ and $H_2$ respectively. Accordingly, to equation 1, the cost of successful attack to the adversary is 1,008 hours.

A successful attack against both classifiers in the ensemble, necessitates the addition of classifiers (layers) to counter these attacks. Ideally, the features within successive layers of the ensemble are dependent on features of preceding layers. Thus, perturbation of features in preceding layers would induce an unwanted change in features of successive layers. These unwanted changes in features of successive layers enables detection of the attack.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The increasing reliance on machine learning within network security classifiers consequently escalating the potential for adversarial use of AML to evade detection. Thus, cyber defenders must counter the adversary’s use of AML to secure network security classifiers. Thus, countering AML attacks enables persistent attack detection.

To counter AML within a network security context, we proposed a novel AML defense using a hierarchical ensemble and motivated by a defense-in-depth methodology. Each independent classifier of the ensemble relies on a disparate feature set. Consequently, the use of multiple classifiers using a disparate feature set increases the cost to the adversary. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed AML defense to protect an existing network scanning classifier. Additionally, we also motivated a novel feature set based on the destination ports visited, to detect network scanning.

We propose to enhance our AML defense approach in future work. A shortcoming of our approach is the increased cost to the defender for implementation of each independent classifier. Therefore, we propose combining our AML defense with a moving target defense approach. In this approach we envision a random selection of a subset of classifiers to use for detection. We also propose to evaluate methods for computing the number of layers required for a successful defense. Additionally, we propose to evaluate our AML defense with a variety of wired and wireless datasets and classifiers which have a greater number of features. Moreover, we propose to evaluate the effectiveness of decomposing a classifier with many features into multiple classifiers, each containing a small subset of the features.
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